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MARKET REVIEW  
 
Equity investors enjoyed extraordinary returns in 2019. After a very weak fourth quarter of 2018, stocks 
recovered all those losses and more in 2019. U.S. large-capitalization stocks returned over 30% 
(+31.49% for the S&P 500 Index). Small-capitalization stocks returned 25.52% and international 
developed markets were up 22.01%. Emerging market stocks, despite a trade dispute, still managed a 
robust return of 18.42%. Growth stocks continued to outperform value stocks despite the threat of 
potential regulatory changes for large technology companies in 2019.  
 
PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW 
 
The Small Cap Sustainable Growth portfolio delivered positive performance, but underperformed the 
Russell 2000 Growth Index during the fourth quarter. An underweight and poor stock selection in health 
care and an overweight and poor stock selection in consumer staples detracted from performance. Strong 
stock selection in technology and an underweight in utilities contributed positively to performance.    
 
The biggest contributors to performance during the quarter were Paycom Software and Auto Trader 
Group.  

• Paycom Software reported another very strong quarter of profitability and top- and bottom-line 
growth. Its expansion into larger customers continues as well as its work to drive employee usage 
of its software to improve customer loyalty.  

• Auto Trader’s shares rose as the company’s financial results remained healthy despite weak 
industry conditions. The stock also benefited from the progress made toward reaching a Brexit 
resolution. 

• Other top contributors included Rightmove, DocuSign and Fox Factory. 
 
The biggest detractors from the portfolio were Interactive Brokers Group and U.S. Physical Therapy.   

• At the beginning of October, a competing large electronic broker, Charles Schwab, lowered its 
commissions for U.S. equity trades to zero following Interactive Brokers creating a zero-
commission Lite account offering in late September. As a result, TD-Ameritrade, Fidelity and 
E*TRADE followed suit by cutting U.S. equity trade commissions to zero. Market participants 
reacted negatively to the commission cuts and sold off public electronic broker stocks as a group. 

• U.S. Physical Therapy’s shares were lower in the quarter after reporting financial results that gave 
rise to investor concerns. The industrial business has experienced integration of some M&A deals 
that have impacted margins. Also, there is some concern about a potential CMS rate cut in 2021 
for physical therapy services. We are monitoring these issues, but continue to believe the 
business is structurally sound. 

• Other bottom contributors included Autohome, HEICO and The Chefs’ Warehouse.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PURCHASES AND SALES 
 
During the quarter, we purchased Goosehead Insurance and Grocery Outlet and we sold Copart.  
 
Goosehead Insurance is a holding company which engages in the provision of independent personal lines 
insurance agency. Goosehead does not underwrite policies. Instead, its employees and franchisees serve 
as agents to place customer policies with insurance carrier partners.  
 
Grocery Outlet is a discount retailer of consumable and fresh grocery products tracing its original concept 
of selling surplus military goods back to 1946. Grocery Outlet differentiates itself from other competitors 
through the sale of closeout grocery products and everyday grocery goods. Grocery Outlet’s value 
proposition is offering their best deals at prices 40% to 70% below conventional retailers, 
 
We sold Copart due to the company's larger market capitalization. 

 
OUTLOOK  

On the surface, there appears to be less concerns about the 2020 outlook than there was at the beginning 
of 2019. The stock market made numerous new highs in December reflecting this outlook. It is no heroic 
assumption to predict returns in 2020 will not be as good as 2019 despite a reduction in uncertainty. We 
believe corporate profits should improve in 2020 to the 5% to 10% growth level despite a slowing in 
overall GDP probably to the1.0% to 1.5% range. Modest economic growth coupled with better growth 
overseas could lead to continued improving corporate profitability. The Federal Reserve will probably hold 
rates steady if this kind of environment unfolds. Election rhetoric will create some volatility in 2020, but it is 
premature to handicap any outcomes.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This report is based on the assumptions and analysis made and believed to be reasonable by Advisor. 
However, no assurance can be given that Advisor’s opinions or expectations will be correct. This report is 
intended for informational purposes only and should not be considered a recommendation or solicitation 
to purchase securities. A complete list of holdings and specific securities transactions for the preceding 12 
months is available upon request. Holdings are subject to change. Past performance is no guarantee of 
future results. 


